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1. Campaign design 

1.1. Policy background and context 

Single digital gateway: Unlocking opportunities for people and business 

“I want Europe to strive for more by grasping the opportunities from the digital age within safe and 

ethical boundaries.” 

 

Ursula von der Leyen, President of the European Commission 

 

Shaping Europe’s digital future. Digital technologies are profoundly changing our daily lives, our way of working 

and doing business, and the way we travel, communicate, and relate with each other. In her political guidelines1, 

European Commission (EC) President Ursula von der Leyen stressed the need for Europe to lead the transition to 

a healthy planet and a new digital world. To deliver on this key priority, the EC together with the Member States 

is working on a digital transformation that will benefit all citizens and open new opportunities for businesses, 

while enabling a vibrant and sustainable economy and paving the way to a green transition2. The digital 

transformation has a fundamental impact on the internal market, one of the European Union’s (EU’s) most 

tangible achievements. The creation of a genuine Digital Single Market3 - in which the free movement of goods, 

persons, services and capital is ensured and where individuals and businesses can seamlessly access and exercise 

online activities under conditions of fair competition, and with a high level of consumer and personal data 

protection, irrespective of their nationality or place of residence - is one the EC’s ongoing key priorities. 

1.2. Campaign objectives 

To raise awareness of the gateway and national pages (YE), the EC has launched a three-phase multiannual 

project: 

 Phase 1 (2021): Branding and online outreach. 

 Phase 2 (2022): Engagement and online outreach. 

 Phase 3 (2023): National campaign activities and building interest for the digitalised administration. 

This communication plan relates to Phase 1.  

During this phase, to achieve the branding and online outreach goals, the EC will run a campaign for the launch of 

YE with the following objectives: 

 establish YE as a brand among citizens, youth and businesses across the EU; 

 increase the findability of YE and national information (rights and obligations); 

 increase (returning) visits to YE at national and European level; 

 demonstrate how YE is an added value for businesses and citizens; 

 inform Europeans about EU and national rights and rules within the single market; 

                                                                 
1 https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/factsheets-europe-fit-digital-age_en) 
2 https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/europe-fit-digital-age/shaping-europe-digital-future_en 
3 https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:52015DC0192&from=EN  

https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/factsheets-europe-fit-digital-age_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/europe-fit-digital-age/shaping-europe-digital-future_en
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:52015DC0192&from=EN


 highlight the possibility for businesses and citizens to get real support where they will be guided towards 

suitable assistance related to their request or claim;  

 encourage Europeans to be critical and send feedback regarding compliance with the quality standards of the 

services provided through the gateway;   

 activate Europeans to get involved in claiming their single market rights and reporting obstacles they 

encounter. 

1.3. Campaign phases 

 

 

  



2. A Digital Roadshow 

 
Core of the campaign is the organisation of a digital roadshow hosted by the EC and each of the 27 Member 
States to launch the SDG. 
 
Timeline: 
08 Dec 2020  Launch of the SDG under the Germany Presidency Conference.  

Audience: Member States representatives 

Jan- June 2021 Digital national events in all Member States.  

Audience: end users 

June 2021 Wrap-up stakeholder conference hosted by DG GROW.  

Audience: stakeholder & end users 

The kick-off of the SDG will be part of the German Presidency conference, taking place on 8th December. The 

format of the contribution still needs to be decided.   

To highlight and celebrate the achievements so far and – at the same time – look forward to the upcoming 

milestones, two types of videos will be prepared: a user-journey and a sampler of national success stories.  

For the organisation of the national launch events, DG GROW will remain the main contact point for the National 

Coordinator, in this respect, ICT will liaise with DG GROW for the implementation.  

2.1. Concept for the digital national events 

The SDG EC Team will develop together with the Member States an engaging and entertaining digital roadshow 

through Europe spread over 6 months (January to end June 2021), covering seasonal local content and strongly 

tied to the cultural/societal challenges & opportunities. 

2.1.1. Timeline: 

11 – 12 2020   Invitation to Member States for their participation in the roadshow 

12 2020   Set-up of an event calendar  

12 2020 Preparation (technical set-up, content, speakers, etc.) of January events  

01 2021 Roadshow starts 

The SDG EC Team will liaise directly with the 27 Member State to coordinate their participation in the roadshow. 

The content of each roadshow event will be tailored to the national content. Events will be held in the national 

language. 

2.1.2. Messaging: 

The following communication messages will be promoted across Europe: 



 establish the YE logo as a quality label among citizens, youth and businesses across the EU; 

 inform Europeans about EU and national rights and rules within the single market; 

 highlight the possibility for businesses and citizens to get real support where they will be guided towards 

suitable assistance related to their request or claim;  

 encourage Europeans to be critical and send feedback or obstacles when trying to make use of the 

opportunities offered by the Single Market; 

 activate Europeans to get involved in claiming those rights and reporting problems, 

 

2.1.3. Roadshow prophase: 

Influencers will play a major role during the preparation phase in spread the news about the event, support the 

awareness raising of related content and support the promotion. They will be present at the roadshow or present 

to attract a big audience: 

 Content: Two weeks prior to the event, the influencers start the teasing and content gathering phase: as 

they announce that they will participate in the ‘Your Europe of tomorrow’ panel roadshow, they launch 

their call for questions/topics among their followers. This opens the invite to citizens to engage in the 

debate around topics they are interested in.  

 Teasers: As the days evolve, the influencers can announce that the three submitters of the most relevant 

questions will be invited to participate in the debate during the local roadshow. Afterwards, influencers 

can highlight that feedback is offered right at the event and/or at the event page under YE.  

 

2.1.4. Content 

Influencers will be provided with a campaign toolkit including all video-clips in social media friendly sizes and 

formats.4 All promotion assets will be localized and adapted to influencers’ channels and campaign 

participation/engagement level. All Influencers will redirect their audience onto campaign touchpoints (YE 

website, Facebook page etc.) using trackable links to enable monitoring as to analyse results. 

2.1.5. Approach 

The influencer programme will unfold in two different activations: 

Campaign assets amplification via micro influencers: We will engage influencers in sharing content on their main 

channels such as Instagram, YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter. 

 

Original content creation via macro influencers: We will engage influencers to recreate typical difficulties that 

arise when we start looking for information about local regulations within the EU. The situations we present 

are absurd yet recognisable examples of what we encounter while looking for straightforward information. In 

contrast, they will present youreurope.eu as the definitive online source of information about living and 

working within the EU. Because practical questions deserve practical answers. They will embrace the topic 

using humour to better engage the audience, drive participation, and thus create adhesion. ‘Humour is the 

universal appeal for making content viral’5. By using humour, we make sure that the content sticks in people’s 

minds and is shared and communicated on. It will encourage participation, induce interaction, and maximise 

audience engagement. 

 
                                                                 
4 Each network has its specificities. If requested, we can provide DG GROW with a detailed list of format specifications per network prior to production.  
5 Journal of Interactive Advertising 



 

Before the event (2 weeks prior):  

 YouTube video answering practical questions about moving to a foreign European country and 

announcing that they will participate in the ‘Your Europe of tomorrow’ panel roadshow. 

 

 Instagram post with contest launch: Announce three submitters of the best, most relevant questions in 

comments or in Stories using #CampaignHashtag and invite them to participate in the debate with them 

during the local roadshow. The winners will be selected by the influencers, subject to approval.  

 

 Relay of the contest on additional channels such as Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn, tailored to the 

topic and target segment (e.g. LinkedIn for the business segment). Feedback mechanisms on quality and 

single market rights, as well as Assistance Services will be promoted widely through these channels. 

 

 After the debate the influencer can highlight that if something has not been discussed during the debate, 

feedback can be posted on the roadshow event page.  

 

During the event: YouTube or Instagram Live to share the live stream of the event with their audience and use 

Live Chat to gather their questions.  

After the event: Return of experience and relay of campaign assets on all social media channels. 

  



Digital event programme examples 

27 digital MS events will take place from January to June 2021 in the respective language.  

Set-up of the virtual event space: 

 In the background of the key speakers, a branded YE roll-up or visual will be placed. 

 

 Informal atmosphere, relaxed, smooth. Interactive tool(s) will be customised to keep the digital audience 
engaged thanks to content such as polls and live questions. Questions will be answered. 
 

 Live streaming on the YE portal. 

 

 Each event will be led by a professional moderator (hired moderator, specialised journalist or one of our 

macro influencers). The moderator will welcome the EC expert/NC, influencer(s), and special guest(s), 

who have interesting stories to tell on a topic of living/working/studying or doing business across 

different MS. It is key to attract the audience either through well-known and influential speakers 

or/and valuable content offering. 

 

Each digital event will last a total of one hour, divided into an interactive opening session, followed by topic-

specific breakout sessions and a summary wrap up. Below please find an initial planning and rundown.  

1) Interactive opening  - approx. 20 minutes 

The event starts with an interactive introductory session to set the scene, introduce the key players (e.g. local 

stakeholders, influencers, topic specialists, testimonials) and to actively involve participants from the very start. A 

moderator/host who will run a series of polls/surveys/quizzes. S/he will enable participants to get used to the 

interactive systems that will be used in the breakout sessions.   

2) Topic-specific breakouts - approx. 25 minutes 

Participants are invited to join a topic-specific breakout session. A country facilitator will animate this session. 

Each breakout will focus on a specific societal, cultural, or seasonal topic.   

The breakouts will see the facilitators discussing the material sent in by the participants with 

the breakout guests. The breakout will also include short interactive quizzes related to the material sent in in the 

run up to the event. Guests can comment on the results of the quiz questions. 

3) Summary wrap up – approx. 15 minutes 

For the wrap-up all participants re-join the main “plenary” space for the summary wrap up. In this concluding 

session, the facilitators give a short, 2-minute summary of the main /most interesting things to emerge in their 

breakout.  

After the reports back, the moderator will ask for reaction from a National Coordinator/Commission 

representative and answer any outstanding questions from the breakouts. The event will close with a reminder of 

the wealth of information and tools available on the YE portal and any upcoming events/initiatives of relevance.   



ROADSHOW OPENING, DATE AND TIME  

TIME  WHO / WHAT  CONTENT  

00.00 – 00.05’     Event jingle. Moderator opens. 

Housekeeping, roadshow event format, intro of 

opening speakers, YE introduction.   

Video jingle / PPT / live cam  

00.05 – 00.10’  Launch introductory poll or quiz. Play ‘Practical 

questions deserve practical answers’ video, reveal 

answers to the poll/quiz.  

Live Poll or Quiz / Video  

00.10 – 00.20’  Discussions with opening speakers (local stakeholders, 

influencers) interspersed with a maximum of 

two further polls/quizzes and multimedia elements.  

Live cam / live polls/Multimedia 

elements  

00.20 – 00.25’  Trailing ahead to the breakout sessions – introducing 

topics and login details.  

PPT / live cam  

BREAKOUT SESSION, DATE AND TIME  

TIME  WHO / WHAT  CONTENT  

00.25 – 00.30’     Event jingle. Facilitator opens, 

introduces topic and guests, invites people to send in 

questions.    

Launches first competition question then goes to story 

one.   

Guest answers story one.  

Reveals answer to competition question 1.  

Video jingle / PPT / competition 

question 1 / live cam (facilitator, 

guests, follower 1 and guest 1)  

00.30 – 00.35’  Facilitator launches second competition question and 

then goes to story two.   

A different guest answers story two. 

Reveals answer to competition question 2.  

Competition question 2 / live 

cam (facilitator, guest 2 and 

follower 2)  

00.35 – 00.40’  Facilitator and all three guests react to questions sent 

in by the breakout participants.   

Live cam (facilitator and 3 guests)  

00.40 – 00.45’  Facilitator launches third competition question and 

then goes to story three.   

A different guest answers story three.  

Competition question 3 / live 

cam (facilitator, guest 3 and 

follower 3)  



Facilitator reveals answer to competition question 3. 

Concludes breakout and invites everyone back to the 

main “plenary” space for summary wrap up and 

announcement of breakout competition winner/s.   

 

SUMMARY WRAP UP, DATE AND TIME  

TIME  WHO / WHAT  CONTENT  

00.45 – 00.53’     Event jingle. Moderator welcomes everyone back, 

introduces final guest (national coordinator/EC 

representative).   

Each breakout facilitator has 2 minutes to report back 

from their breakout session (what came up, interesting 

facts, funny stories).   

Video jingle / PPT / live 

cam (moderator, final 

guest, influencers)  

00.53 – 00.58’  Moderator discusses outstanding points with guests.    Live cam (moderator, final guest)  

00.58 – 01.00’  Moderator announces the competition winner/s from 

each breakout. Runs final fun poll.   

Moderator gives a reminder of the resources available 

on the YE portal, plus any upcoming events/initiatives 

of relevance.    

Thanks guests and participants. Invites everyone to 

share what they have learnt with their 

friends, families and colleagues.   

Asks participants to complete the feedback 

survey then closes event. Video jingle plays out, 

concluding with details of link to portal and SM 

coordinates.   

Live cam / poll / competition 

results / video jingle / PPT with link 

to YE portal and SM coordinates  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



TITLE :  “Europe goes digital”  

 PROGRAMME  

The digital event is focusing on reaching local audiences, it will be organised as an online webinar.  

Session length: 1 – 1,5 hrs 

Format:   

 Introduction.  

 A panel discussion between 4-5 speakers and a moderator.  

 3 interactive polls.  

 Q&A session. 

 Wrap-up. 

 
Find below a sample programme (sort of a script) for your reflection and inspiration. 
The final country script will be prepared in collaboration with the SDG Team ahead of the webinar. 
Note: timing is key to a successful event. 
 

Time  Action Speaker Screen/View 

1:30 15 m All speakers online & in position 

Final checks of backgrounds 

ALL Backgrounds of 

speakers 

Branded PPT 

1:45 15 m Start accepting attendees into the “digital” 

lobby 

None Branded PPT with 

name of webinar 

2:00  10 m START: 

Welcome / run through of objectives and 

structure of webinar. 

Intro from the EC – the new YE portal 

Host National speaker  

EC speaker 

 

  Now let’s find out more about our audience 

and their expectation 

 Poll 

2:05 – 

2:10 

5m Introduction to each of the panel.  Each 

panellist gives a brief intro (45 sec/speaker) 

1. National Speaker (e.g. Ministry or 
public administration) 

2. National Speaker (e.g. business 
representative 

3. National Speaker  
4. Speaker (e.g. European student) 

  

ALL 

 

Session is held in 

national 

language 

Speakers 

 

PPT: Photo, Name, 

Job Title & Short 

Bio to be included 

in master webinar 

PPT 



2:10  Thanks to each of our panellists for the 

introduction.  

(Reference to the poll results) 

Moderator Poll & image of 

the moderator 

2:10-2:11 1m Question 1: e.g. Corona and digitalisation – 

how did the crisis affect the situation in the 

country?  

(achievements & obstacles) 

Posed to one of the speakers (e.g. student 

wishing to pursue an Erasmus in the country)  

Moderator 

 

 

 

PPT: question  

 

2:11-2:16 5m  Speaker 

 

Speaker + PPT 

 

2:16   1m Question 2: E.g., Have you seen a shift in the 

behaviours of citizens and is there a higher 

demand for digital information and 

procedures?   

Posed to one speaker  

Moderator 

 

 

7m 

2:16-2:20 4m  Speaker 

 

Speaker + PPT 

 

2:21  1m Question 3: e.g. Have businesses experienced 

challenges in digitalising within a short period 

to respond to the situation?   New product 

such as masks … 

Posed to a speaker (business representative) 

Moderator 

 

 

PPT: question 

 

2:21-2:26 5m  Speaker Speaker 

 

2:27 1m Question 4: How do these trends tie in to the 

European Union’s approach to a digital 

Europe? Has anything changed because of the 

pandemic? 

Posed to a speaker (eg Ministry 

representative, public administration) 

 

Moderator 

 

 

PPT: question 

 

 

2:27- 2:32 5m  speaker Speaker 



 

2:33 1m Question 5: Your Europe: how does it respond 

to the needs of users, how can users find 

quality information 

Posed to speaker 

Moderator 

Video-clip:  user-

journey  

 

PPT: question 

2:34-2:39 5m  Speaker  

2:40-2:42 2m POLL with new question related to 

digitalisation and the gateway 

Moderator Poll 

2:42 1m Question 6: question related to national 

specificities related to the YE gateway 

Posed to eg National coordinator 

Moderator 

 

PPT: question 

2:43 2m    

2:45 2m Video: Success stories   

2:46 1m Question 7: the digital future & the gateway 

Posed to a speaker (e.g. Ministry) 

Moderator 

  

PPT: question 

2:47-2:52 5m A toast to the gateway and the new features 

 

Speaker /eg 

Ministry 

representative 

 

2:53  The moderator thanks panel/ summarizes 

knowledge gained from webinar and thanks all 

the panellists and closing comments. 

Moderator & 

Panel 

 

  Moderator thanks Panel and takes 2-3 

questions.   

 Tentative: time 

permitting 

3:00  END   

 

 



2.2. Ideas for additional content creation 

2.2.1. Testimonials:  

 These real-live stories describe how citizens and/or businesses found information on the YE portal or an 

Assistance Service to help them further; how they were able to make, achieve, or expand their plans 

throughout the EU  and how they could provide feedback including the single market obstacle tool. 

 Up to three practical stories per Member State in English plus the local language.  

 

Format 

The format is suitable for digital distribution, i.e. short and concise (200-300 words 

accompanied by a picture).  

The stories will be uploaded on the YE platform  

 

 

Distribution 

The people behind the stories can also serve as ambassadors, and their voices can be amplified through different 

activities: 

 Quotes and stories can be used for the social media content production. 

 They can be boosted on social media or used in paid media. 

 They can be pitched to local and regional media. 

 The ambassadors can be speakers at our digital events. 

 Uploaded on the YE portal, this new content can bring a human side. 

 The practical stories can be proposed to stakeholders for their owned channels. 

2.2.2. Short polls with digital events participants 

We will integrate short polls in the events at regular intervals. To maintain the overall event experience, we 

suggest implementing maximum 5 polls per occasion. Questions will be asked in relation to the following aspects: 

 Intention/earlier traveling/moving/working in/to another EU country. 

 (Type) of information considered most useful when traveling/moving/working in/to another EU country. 

 Information sources – perception of a single EU website that provides information and support services. 

 Assistance service finder and feedback options, including the SMO tool. 

The tool to implement short polls will be defined upon agreement on the final event platform and 

implementation. 

2.2.3. Short interviews with digital events participants 

During the events, participants will be asked whether they are willing to take part in a short (10 minutes) 

interview following the event and at an agreed time. Those agreeing will be contacted and interviewed by an 



experienced researcher. The objective of these interviews will be to provide a refined understanding of the 

effectiveness of the campaign. The interviews will cover the following topics: 

 Awareness of the YE portal and its content. 

 Perceived impact of the campaign event and material – what strikes people as the most memorable 

element. 

 Comprehension of the campaign message – what people understood from the message. 

 Perceived relevance of the messages. 

 Credibility of the materials – do people find it credible or do they see it as overly exaggerated or ‘fake’. 

 

2.3. EC support for the organisation of the digital roadshow 

2.3.1. Types and recruitment of speakers 

The content of the event and speakers will have a serious influence on the attendance to the events. To recruit 

speakers, we will be working on several options: 

 Experts should be suggested/recruited by the National Coordinator in close collaboration with the SDG EC 

Team.  

 Regular citizens or businessmen could tell their ‘practical stories’ and describe the support they got (this 

could of course include the experience with using the assistance tool by the citizens) thanks to the EU. 

They can be recruited via influencer activation (quiz/game), with the help of the NCs, or with the support 

by engaged stakeholders recruited by Kommitment.  

 Media specialist(s) such as an editor-in-chief of a national magazine or a well-known media figure can 

also be envisaged to play the role of a moderator.  

 

The SDG EC Team will prepare a toolkit: 

 A campaign briefing translated into all EU languages. 

 The event format, date, content and target segment for this specific event. 

 Speaking key points or messages to be addressed. 

 Mission of the event and our expectations (one per local language as it is tailored). 

 Briefing and guidance for the speakers. 

 

2.3.2. Moderation 

We foresee two types of moderation:  

 A live moderator ‘seen on screen’ who introduces the event, the speakers and animates the debate.  

 An online moderator ‘off screen’ who moderates questions and answers from the audience, filters 

questions, and launches activations, such as polls, voting, etc. 

 The moderators shall speak the local language and have experience in digital events. 

 

2.3.3. Promotion of the digital event 

The digital event will be promoted through different ways: 



 E-invitation for the event (how, when, why, who). 

 Ready-made social media posts. 

 The short video clips ‘Practical questions deserve practical stories’. 

 

Each kit will be prepared in English plus the local language. 

 

2.3.4. Channels and amplification methods for promoting the roadshow event 

 National level: NCs shall play a key role in promoting the event throughout their owned channels and 

stakeholders.  

 The engaged influencers will activate their followers. 

 The mapped media will be informed about the event. 

 The mapped stakeholders will be informed about the event. 

 The identified and recruited speakers will be asked to promote the event in their network and channels. 

 

2.3.5. Digital platform 

To host the digital events roadshow, the SDG EC Team will help to find a secured, stable, and safe platform.  

EC Support: 

Web Production 

 GDPR management: 

o Development of privacy notice and consent form. 

o Screening of tools and location of databases. 

o Procurement process. 

 Design phase: 

o Wireframing. 

o Design proposals. 

 Training of speakers and moderators: 

o Drafting of user tech guide. 

o Assistance during the training sessions. 

 Development phase: 

o Campaign page: Home Page in 23 EU languages  

 General information about the Campaign, the Events global calendar and contain the 

campaign materials (toolkits, videos, etc.). 

 CMS: tailor-made, Java-based CMS on client-side, using front-end design components 

(html and css) from the Europa library. 

o Events landing pages building + 3 pages for success stories 

 27 event pages contain information about the specific country (selection to be done on 

the first level page) in EN + local language.  

This contains: 

 Event programme (possible to download). 

 Event date (possible to book in your calendar). 

 Speakers names with short bio. 

 Up to 3 written success stories with an accompanying picture. 



 Stream player embed. 

 Interactivity embed (Tool to be used for Q&A, polls, quizzes, survey). 

 Interpretation embed (optional). 

 Social media sharing. 

o Set up of Web streaming that allows: 

 Streams capture and embed for up to 5 speakers. 

 up to 5,000 simultaneous visitors. 

 simultaneous streaming on website, Facebook Live and YouTube. 

 video playback. 

 Q&A, polls, exit survey, quizzes. 

 event recording. 

 During Event 

o Monitoring and Maintenance. 

 

 After Event 

o Updating of site with new content, uploading video recordings. 

o Closing the interactive features. 

o Archiving. 

 

  



 
 

2.4. Additional communication tools 

2.4.1. Target audience and segmentation 

Targeting is essential in this campaign, as 18-55-year-olds in 27 EU MS sum up to almost 221,630,499 individuals 
(Updated by adding 18-24 year olds population total (Source: Eurostat). 
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/population-demography-migration-projections/data/database).  

We split the age group into 4 segments (18-24, 25-34, 35-44 and 45-55) and defined their typology, media 
behaviour, and information needs, based on their main life event. Moreover, we fine-tuned the business 
segment. Based on this exercise, we created 5 target segment descriptions (so-called ‘personae’): 

 Students (18-24 years). 

 Young professionals (25-34 years). 

 Stepping up to the next level career (35-44 years). 

 Money to spend (45-55). 

 Expanding local SMEs. 

For all target segments, the main offering of Your Europe and all connected pages is getting correct and 

trustworthy information and assistance in a user-centric language. In the communication efforts, we will focus on 

the need for information and assistance in the framework of working, living, or visiting abroad.  

Based on the above insight and our target segments’ life events, we created a key message that is 

straightforward: 

‘Your Europe is your single point of information, assistance and reporting of single market obstacles to make, 

achieve, and expand your plans throughout the EU.’ 

This approach allows us to combine the essence of YE as the single point of information and assistance with the 

deeper emotional motivation of the (potential) user: their plans. As the portals deliver concrete information, or 

refers to concrete external sources, the underlying trigger leading to the information or the search for help need 

is also a concrete plan. This can be a very practical plan (e.g. ‘I want to get my double paid taxes back’) to bigger 

plans (e.g. ‘We want to buy that lovely house in Portugal and go live there’ or ‘I want to go and work abroad in 

Italy and probably live there’). The key message will be adapted to each target segment and the type of 

information they are interested in. 

2.4.2. Creative approach 

Although the Internet is everyone’s best bet when it comes to quickly finding practical information or help, it is 

sometimes misleading. Users are often misled to paywalls and commercial offers, or the technology simply 

misinterprets the phrasing of the question. One might get irrelevant answers from know-it-all forum users and 

receive well-intended but uninformed advice on social networks. The information can be outdated, incomplete 

and impossible to verify.  

Therefore: 

youreurope.eu and all interlinked pages are the definitive knowledge base of factual information and 

assistance regarding living and working in different EU Member States. 

“PRACTICAL QUESTIONS DESERVE PRACTICAL ANSWERS” 

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/population-demography-migration-projections/data/database


Using animations, we propose typical difficulties that arise when we start looking for information about local 

regulations within the EU. We present youreurope.eu as the definitive online source of information about living 

and working within the EU. Because practical questions deserve practical answers. 

2.4.2.1. Animation mechanism 

We will produce 15 video clips (teaser) targeting the different age groups. The build-up of each animation follows 
the same format: 

1. An internet user is looking for specific information about the EU. 

2. The answer or result they find is unhelpful. 

3. Baseline: Practical questions deserve practical answers. 

4. Call to action: Go to youreurope.eu. 

Repetitive use of the same format ensures campaign recognisability. 

Please find below a couple of examples to illustrate the concept. 

The clips will be distributed and can be used in social media channels. A tagline text should support the message 

and highlight in particular the new features (common tools) under the SDG. 

This concept will be taken up by the “influencers” (see roadshow organisation) and spread widely among the 

communities. 

Campaign Hashtag 

For the campaign hashtag, we have several options that could be considered (examples): 

#staypractical 

#knowEU 

#realEUanswers 

#YourPracticalEU 

#YourEurope 

The hashtag will remain in English. The above hashtags only represent examples and can be altered according to 

national realities. 

2.4.2.2. Video: User-journey 

This video’s main goal is to raise awareness about the SDG with its new features and common tools, but more 

importantly show concretely through user journeys why these features are relevant from the users‘perspective. 

To this extent it is not only about listing the features but about illustrating how they can improve the life of the 

user: efficiency – productivity – connectivity, and at the same time improve the functioning of the Single Market. 

This video will be used for the first time at the launch event in December, and then going forward in the digital 

roadshow as an introduction and efficient explanation of the new tools that are at citizens’ disposal. The video 

would be shared as part of the stakeholders’ toolkit, influencers briefing, as well in an edited version in short 

online bites in social media channels. 



2.4.2.3. Video: Success stories 

This video showcases success stories of MS. It is a celebration of a joint effort of the MS and EC in bringing 

national and EU administrative services forward.  

This video will be used at national level and during the digital roadshow events. 

  



2.5. Communication approach 

2.5.1. Campaign phases and touchpoints 

The campaign and the digital events will be spread over several months. 

 

 

The digital events will be running over several months and can be aligned to the content calendar, depending on 

the event’s programme. They will guide people to the YE or national portals. We will disseminate a press release 

in the 27 EU MS to announce the events and cooperate with the EC Representations and National Coordinators 

(NCs) to promote the event through national social media accounts. The events will also be promoted via paid 

media and influencer activations. 

 

 

  



3. Infographics 

As of 2021 we will be producing a number of digital information leaflets and infographics to support 

national/local administrations and webmasters in the implementation of the single digital gateway regulation. 

This will be: 

 general overview infographics 

 general overview leaflets 

 targeted information leaflets or posters  

 undefined infographics ( topics to be decided, eg recovery mechanism 

Detailed overview: 

Audience 1: web editors:  

 Supplying information online  

 Ensuring quality and accessibility of the information  

 Avoiding duplication  

 Translating into English  

Audience 2: webmasters:  

 Including the gateway tools on the page: feedback tool, assistance service finder, single market obstacles 

tool  

 Including the logo on the page, with a link towards the Your Europe homepage  

 Tagging the page  

 Collecting user feedback and statistics and providing this information to the dashboard  

Audience 3: administrators in charge of administrative procedures:   

 Ensuring that any change in legislation is communicated in time to the web editors, so that information 

stays up to date  

 Digitalising procedures  

 Ensuring cross-border accessibility of procedures  

 Linking to the once-only system  

Audience 4: administrators in charge of an assistance service:  

 Ensuring compliance of the assistance service with the single digital gateway quality criteria  

 Ensuring that any change about the assistance service is communicated in time to the web editors, so 

that information stays up to date  

 Provide the Commission with data on cases  

Audience 5: administrators in charge of databases or spaces holding evidence that can be requested for the 

purpose of an administrative procedure:  

 Linking to the once-only system  



Audience 6: administrators in municipalities  

 Convey the message that they are also part of the single market  

 Explain about the challenge of achieving the 2022 deadline 

 Explain about the support they can get to fulfil their tasks  

Audience 7: communication units: 

 Promoting the gateway towards end-users  

 Ensuring coordination of promotion activities on the gateway with promotion activities at national level 

  



ANNEX I: Content calendar 

 

The content calendar can be used as a support to designing a national event.  



 



 



 



 



 

 

 

 


